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3~0(-0C>( 
Syllabus: English 3401, Methods of Teaching Composition 
Instructor: Robin L. Murray Office Hours: T /R 11-12:30, 4-5 & by appnt. 
Class time and place: Tuesday/Thursday 5-6:15 in CH 3130/3120 
Office Phone: 581-6985 Email: rlmurray@.eiu.edu 
Course Objectives: 
Following NCTE Guidelines and Illinois Content Area Standards this course will 
1.demonstrate how reading, writing, speaking, listening, viewing, and thinking are interrelated; 
2.recognize the impact of cultural, economic, and social environments upon language; 
3.show a respect for and an understanding of diversity in language use, patterns, dialects across 
cultures, ethnic groups, geographic regions, and social roles; 
4.demonstrate the influence of language and visual images on thinklng and composing; 
5.demonstrate how written discourse can influence thought and action; 
6.display an understanding of the role of technology in communication; 
7.use major sources of research and theory to understand the relationship between research and 
practice; 
8.examine, evaluate, and select resources; 
9.design instruction to meet the needs of all students and provide for students' continuous progress 
and success; 
1 O.organize classroom environments and learning experiences that promote effective whole class, 
small group, and individual work; 
11.create learning environments which promote respect for and support of individual differences of 
ethnicity, race, language, culture, gender, and ability; 
12.use assessment as an integral part of instruction and learning 
Texts (in addition to hand-outs): 
Atwell, Nancie. In the Middle. 
Kirby, Dan, et al. Inside Out. 
Lattimer, Heather. Thinking Through Genre. 
Maxwell, Rhoda, and Meiser, Mary Jordan. Teaching English in Middle and Secondary 
Schools 
Romano, Tom. Blending Genre. Altering Style. 
Weaver, Constance. Teaching Grammar in Context. 
Course Requirements: 
1. Response Statements and Quizzes (In aii~.f5u'toTClas~): Responses ar~ ibout twc» page_s_ t:yp~~ 
and reflect careful reading and synthesis of course materials. Your responses will serve as a. . _ . 
source for discussion in class as a whole or in small groups. Some of your responses.will be ~tyiff 
written .t;~~onses or-fil--class quizzes. · - .., · -- -1 - , _ · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - -- . · - - - - - - -· ' · 
2. Composition umt,an,d L~,~sou. E;esentaµon; ~l,or~ detaile~ infotnl3:tion will ~e forthcq~g., 1\, 
lesson from your unit will be presented to the class as a teaching demonstration. 
-. ~-
3. Rationale for Composition Unit: You will write a 6-8 page argument paper supporting the goals 
and texts in your literature unit. Your paper shpuld argue a position re,_gafding your wzj.t f'°~u'.S=i .• 
arid supportAt With evidence publish~d during. the last five years. Be sure to refute the opposition 
as well as support your views. 
4. Annotations for Ten Current Articles perused for your theoretical paper 
5. One 6-8 Page ~aper: Y?u will ~rit~.a p~per ~gqing,~,positiongn a t,op~c relevf11J.t to 
composition teaching, especially as it pertains to your group's composition pedagogy. 
~·· .. Gtonp Presentation: This preseu.tation will pro.vide ~n oyerview of a particular ,composition._., _ 
pedagogy and define its pluses and minuses. 
7. Cli!Jjcal Expyrience ,~ssay; .You ~ write a 4-6 p~ essay based on a• rubric L will clistribute~ · <'t 
d,l1'_ ... ····-~· ~-. - ~ : -
8. Philosophy /Theory of composition instruction: This 500 word essay will highlight axiology, 
process, epistemology, and pedagogy as it relates to your own vie.w.s..of compositionins~t:mc.ti~'t~ 
9. Professional Portfolio: This will follow the checklistI will distribute on day: one. 
--·-·--- ----· --.,-. --·~ ~- --.----
- . -- - - - -
- .. - ~ - - .. ,.. - ,-
-- - - -
--·- -- ---: ---,- -,- ~ - --- " 
. . -
• Reading Responses .. . 
These one-page, single-spacetf~'With MLA-style•parenthetical citations, reading respotlSes are' 
perhaps the most important writing you will .do in this class because they will help you to think __ 
through the readings, and they will form the basis for your contributions to discussions . 
..,,,,...,_~~1_u ... 11 r ..,,r ... ~, r_• .-#>rr~ t ~tn{°'>.J\I\ 
Pl~lW!-include the .following in each response: .:A title-this will signal to y~ ;ead~ that y~~' have a 
de~ focus. A dear reference to the title and author of the piece you're referring to. An epigraph, or 
a brief block quotation from the assigned reading or observation~n,~mons,~ate. ~ose.t~ading o.r,. 
observation and to bring readers into your response. A question, or a series of questions raised in 
the course of the reading. A response to the quotation and th~ questio~s it raises. · · 
..) - - - - - - ·i.l 
Note: Please keep all res~onses with my instructor comme~ts (~d/or p~er feed~~~~),in a __ -"··- _. 
folder/ notebook. You will also be asked to lead the class discussion durtng one cliiss, based-' on your 
(and your peers') reading responses. 
. . . -. '-'. ( ~ ! l 
Grades will be assigned as follows: 
. r ..AP...~-~~~po~~:. 1:¥i~ ~- origU:i~- t:itie ~at_ s~aj.s_ !D~t. Y.«?1:1. J:i~v~ ~- ~t?arJ001~: _¥~~ b~~v, , 
with an epigraph--a key quotation from the reading); you offer both a personafand critit"itl ieaaiiig 
of the significance of the quotation you've selected. You avoid summary and say something 
llJ!iightful aQQ!ll. W~ _rt;a,djiig, ¥ O_U,l:_ mtmg 4_a,s_ l_>(;!~~-~'c;ra;fteg" ~~at ts_, qu:efuP.y ~<?t;J.S!,ttl~~g ~ · n 
dear, grailmatically correct prose and no distracting typos. . . - - -- . - . - -
w ,._.c A B-Respfi>nse: May hav.e iruw.y: of the ctna,rkers of the Ar~~ponse, but th~ _explanati.Qns. (O!, 
why you selected your quotation is less developed. Your summarize at times instead of showing 
insight. There may be a few typos/ grammatical errors. 
1µ11-.":"-:--:--; •.:;r·;. --· •• ~;.· .• -. :.··.":?::.·T -.. - • .- :.· .. · ... -~ - .. -- • -
A C Response: Lacks focus, no or uitconrieded title; a number of writing errors (spelling, 
typos, and grammatical errors), little or no direct reference to our reading, not enough 
reflection/ questioning/ evid~ ~\:>~,~~~-·~.~~~~tjY.~,,~~~~PP,~.<6'..; '''O''-P o,~. '-"'O''-P ~"-' "''-"-'U '<-
Metbqds ofE;vaJ.uatiQ.n: Grades will be.detei;miqed as f.;>Q.ows: ,. 
• - "I[ 
T 
Responses, Attendance, quizzes and Class Participation: 15% 
~ - . 
Composition Unit and mini-lesson presentation 15% 
Rationale 15% 
Position Paper and Annotations 15% 
U.lW ~Ci;.;;; - - . -- I 
Group Presentation 
'I - f ••. "...,--~ ••. , -- ·~ ··-..~ ••t" 
15% 
-··_- ,_,. ·1- ·- ·-' 'I.' 
Clinical Experience Journal 10% .•.. ' 
Philosophy of Teaching Composition 10% 
Professional Portfolio (see checklist) 05% 
Atte:ndante:-··Pleasb-not:e that attendance is· very important in this class. If you tn.iss ·more than- two 
classes, your grade will be lowered 1/2 letter grade per class beyond two. 
ADA Coniplia:n:ce Policy: If you have a documented disability a:nd WiSh to recei"ve~acil.demic'-.... · .. 
accommodations, please contact the Coordinator of the Office of Disability Services (S81-6583}a~· 
sooD--as·possible!- ·. ·· -. · - '" --· · .,. .. ,. --·- ·- -·;~:··--- -~~·:·'"'...J. 
' ~. .... . ,_,. . •··, · ... 
. 
Tentative Composition Metho'ds Spring 2009 Calendar, Subject to Change " -- -"'1 
January 
13 
15 
20 
- . ~ . ,.-;. I 
Introduction to the course. Discussion of course expectations. Discussion concerning types of 
writing pedagogies and writing process activities. Ch~bk out artd'possibly join 'NCTE and.IA'.\_~: 
online. Review Composition pedagogies in groups for group presentations. Read chapters l an<f • 
2, Inside Out for R. and write a response. 
U''''" .. 
Response Due. Inside Out response gro~p activity'. Discuss Group Presentations-a focused ,, 
presentation on a composition pedagogy--expressivist? Collaborative? Cultural studies? Post 
process? Gel)fe based? ~r on a type of writing or element of~Writing process; I wiJl-pass-- ~ · 
. . • T I - - - :\,\ 
out and discuss assignments for all requirements today-please keep! They will also be posted" • 
on Nicenet. Sign contract regarding syllabus. Read Inside Out chapters by group: Gr,oup I: 3, 4. · 
Group II: 5, 6. Group III: 7, 8. Group IV: 9, and 10. Be prepared to present info~yon.froin_ ~~ • 
your chapters to the rest of the class. ·-CJ.. . .l ... 
'.ali>._ • "'-f \...l.. i. L _j._ 
··Mini-presentations by group. Rerui chapters 1rand12, Inside Out for Thursd~y and.write a ;in.L • 
response. ' T 
. .!- - t....L. 
22 Response Due. Dj,sc~:Wiiti.hg· poetry and Wtjtiiig about litetattife: Read;chapters· 13~ 1s·ii{ "~~ .,. 
Inside Out for'fuesday and pre~~eJor quiz. . 
- l l _, ~ .. ~ - . - - ~ .. -· .. -
27_ _ _ Quiz on chapters.13-15,. IO. Discuss Livetext, NCTE and.Illinois.Standards. IO-Resources .. 
Read chapters 1 and 2 in Maxwell for Thursday and write a response. ' · ' '·-~ . 
- . ~ ' 
_. rll- .... --.:od 
2~,,- 0 ~e~pons~due;'R.ead Maxvvell'chapters 3 and 4 forTuesday and prepare for quiz:' 
February .- .l' L 
.-. r 
3 Quiz on Maxwell chapters 3 and 4. Read chapter 6, Maxwell, and write a response. 
' )J 
., •.... , __ .... .... .... .,.. . ........•. ····---------••'"'-\l"~TT 'T 
Response d'ue. Discuss chapwr 6. Read chapters 8 and'9, Maxwell, for Tuesday and prepare · 5 .. H/~"· 
.fpr Quiz. 
PU"L:-..~ - -"l- --· ,., ... - -., -··· - ,-- - -.- •. , .. , --.- r---, --.---•. .J-.---iiv 
10 Quiz on chapters 8 and 9, Maxwell. Read Maxwell chapter 12 for Thutsday and write a ' n' -
,··, 
12 
17 
19 
24 
response. 
.. ,- , ·-.-··--·.--- ---· ---- ..... ·u.. ._ .. ____ ---- __ .. :,u:x.\-
.,....,,.---- - .~-- ___ -·---.n _ _ ___ Tr.- -
Response due. Discuss chapter 1'2~ Read Weaver selections and chapter 7 Maxwell for 
Tuesday. 
- - --:n-\ 
Discuss grammar instruction-grammar quiz from writing center? Read Maxwell chapter 13 J 
for Thursday, write a response and bring in your unit topic. 
d:-,\.J.t.-HU-J 1,Jtl ~ .... HI~} l_J .. Jtfllll H:I ', .. -·-·-
Response and Unit Topic due . .})iscuss Units and rationales. Prepare for first group 
presentation. 
• • • , . . " ':0 . . ·- - . . - - - - 's (\ • 
Group I Presentation. Wnte an evaluative response to group I.for Thursday and read'Romano· · 
chapter selections. ' 1 
i' J -· - - - - --· - l \J t- - -· ~ - ----~~ ·---:~ __ ... --... :--~--:....,.~ l ·iS\t- • 
- --- -: · --- ~- --;-'s ·z 
26 Group II Presentation. Write an evaluative response to group II for Tuesday and read ._,, l 
Romano chapter selections. ..r.: ·i---- -·~j ·-t~ .. ~ ~v r-Ll~.:1 
March· 
3 
5 
- L • ··- - - -· - - [" 
l. - ,. "'--·- __ ,. 0__ _; -· _ o ___ ,,,. .. ;~ ....... rT ·r;. 
Group III Presentation. Write an evaluative response to group III for Thwsday and react · -• ~ 
Romano chapter selections. . · , 
·a U ..... 
i:Ul!,...-.1 Ii;...,.•-;•• :~' '·-· · - ·---·- · - - ·· -· · · - · ·· •T""<~""~-.u1 n-r ~ ... .....,, ........ • 1 
Group IV Presentation. Write an evalootive response to group IV for /P.ueSday aµd read 
RomanQ chapter selections. Respo:qse to Romano chapters by group due on Tuesday, as well. 
W~t v.:.,. ,.;&.,,.._ ....... - - - :::~ - ... :-.. -,- - -- -- --- - -1- - --. - - -r - - -- : - --- - - - - -- .:..J. -\ 
10 Evaluative Response on rubric and Romano Response duC. Discuss argument papers and;~· r r -~ 
annotated bibliographies; Choose a topic related to your group's presentation and ~gin 
researching articles. Bring in topic on Thursday. · "J - -- -- -'1d 
~6-. ____ -~rgument Paper topic due. Find ten articles by the end of class aild begin annotation8 (see 
hfilidout).' Aruiotated bib Ciue March 26-Tilursmiy after sj)ring break~ -Draffdue '.M~ch, 11-!.~ ·_;'.); o 
16-20 Spring Break-No Classes! ' i. __ ·:q 
________ '!' ••• , :? ... ; . ...... ir1"11"M""' 
24 Selections from In the Middle and Thinking Through Genre _;"': _· _· 
d..:':' .. 
26 
31 
April 
2 
7 
- ' 
Annotated Bib due for peer review. SIBl.:t."'! ~"'--"'··-···---.----~ -----.:;1-· --------- 1--- ~-:--.---- - 7 -,.... -·-r:---_, r 
, , TL o 
Argument Paper draft due for peer revie": and confe!"encing. 
\.\ \./ 
,-. T 
.. ---[. J -·· - - -- • - -L· - - ' --· - '~. - -- -- - Ll T 
Selections from In the Middle and Thinking Through Genre -- -·· 
- Selections from In the Middle and Thinking Through Genre 
.,. __ - ~ ---: r :-- -;~ ~: 11 0 
T 
·-. J 0 
..J.U.-1~.-f., ; ...,~ • .i~~ ,_.:,r· · -· - ·; ~ -· ., -- . }]' -~ ··'"r: "'"°' 
~ 
9 Composition unit a~~: ration,ale drafts due fo~::-p~~r review and conferencing • 
.iip.J."i,:,.-,u.., ___ ---· " .... -------'-: ____ -; ---- -----· ------ ------- -~~---· --..- ---···· ... ------- ----.-,.---- --,~ --.- ... J -----------<i-------- --··------~ ·-
14 · Clinical Experience Essay and Composition Theory/Philosophy draftS'due.for peer reView:i: o 
16 
21 
and conferencing. 
.< 
Portfolio draft due with "final" drafts of unit, rationale, clinical experience essay, and 
philosophy (along with other requirements on checklist) 
. . ~:X.\ 0 
, ..... _. "lt ... · • • - - - .1.. -
• • •• ' '~ ·: .--· - -.- - ..• ---- -- --:···- Q _____ "\ ·s 
Portfolio due with final drafts ofumt, rationale, cltmcal expenence essay, and philosc>phy · .-
(along with other requirements on checklist) 
23 Mini-lesson presentations . 
.... .1'" 
28 Mini-lesson presentations. cf_1\\E:1.1•:, ~~:---- ,..- ·····- r- -- --.- ·· -;, .. ,. - --- r-·- ---- -;, - -r:-- ---- r1····;.l...l. :.... 
T T - - - - . -.-- -·LIP.A 
30 Last Class Day-Mini-lesson presentations 
• -- ·----·-- L"F -·; r-- --.~:1-- -: . ·:--------- ---- ------ --:--- - ---~~SOt{ • 
Hints for Writing Summaries 
. " 
':- !"'": ~~' R~a'd the article carefully. Determine its structure. Identify the author's purpose in 
writing. (This will help you distinguish between more important and less important 
information). 
• Reread. This time divide the article into sections or stages of thought. The author's 
use of paragraphing will often be a useful guide. Laool·the article itself, each section 
or stage of thought. Underline key ideas and terms. 
• 
• 
• 
Write one-sentence summaries, on a separate sheet of paper, of each stage·'of thought. 
Write a thesis: a one- or two-sentence summary of the entire article. The thesis 
should express the ctfu;tral idea 'Of the passage, as you _have determined ft-om the 
preceding steps. You may find it useful to keep in mind the information contained in 
the lead se~te~ce or paragrap~.of most newspaper stories-the 1rhat, who, w]?', . , 
where, when, and how of the matter. For persuasive articles, summarize·in·a sentence 
the author's conclusion. For descriptive passages, indicate the subject of the 
description and its key feature(s). Note: In some case~,.a, suiUiple thesis may already .. 
be in the original passage. If S(\.,YOO may want ~o quote it directly in yoilr snmmary. 
Write a.first draft of your summary by (1).combining the thesis with your list o(one-
sentence summaries or (2) combining the thesis with one-sentence summaries plus 
significant details from the passage. In either case, eliminate repetition and less 
·important information. Disregard minor details0 or generalize them ( e.g, Reagan and 
. . ·n,~ . . ; . 
Bush nnght be generalized as ''r~entpres1dents"). Use as fewwords as possible to 
convey the main ideas. 
' . 
• Reviseyour summary, inserting transitional words and phrases where necesSari to 
ensure coherence. Check for style. A void a series of short, choppy sentences. 
Combine sentences for a smooth, logical flow of ideas. Check for grammatical .. 
correctness, punctuation, and spelling. 
·:o 
,. '...) . 
- --· ..__.,, 
<"">'-- '"T ' -
.1.J·. 
- ' - . ,- II - - -·. - - l- - '-....L 
' .., \\ . 
Types of Argument 
,\:JV C> 
1. What is this thing (categorical)? 
Any statement about the nature of things fixed in some moment of time can be cast as a· categorical 
proposition (CP), a sentence which places its subject in the category of its predicate. 
Subject 
AA art -
Caligula 
Ballet dancers 
Linking Verb 
Tl-• 
1S 
was 
are 
Predicllle-" ; --
an~illusion. 
a spoiled brat. 
really athletes. .• - - - - - - i-
-- ~~a 
To argue this, the definition of the predicate must be acceptable to the audience and the evidence or 
examples about the subject must be verifiable .. J:)-
dJT :~~ - - ._: 
2. What caused it or what effects does it have (causal)? 
An assertion of cause and effect adds the dimension of time and is' therefore not supported with definition 
but with another kind of ruling assumption, that of agency, a basic belief about what can cause what. 
-- ~ ·?. -- - -- ,._ - -- - - - - - .. ;; -. - -, .. ,. ":" -
Examples: E;J_; · 
a) A significant cause of teenage vandalism is violence on TV. (because most audiences will readily accept 
imitation as a human motive, we would not have to stop and atgtte0 it-be!e) _ - - - -- -- -- - : -- - - - -- - -- r - -- -,,_,,_~ 
b) Wearing a mouth plate can improve athletic performance. (must explain agency here). 
. .·- J • ·,,JI • 
Problems: Students need to think up the possible cause of an event. (could be necessary, OOffica.ent;remote' -
and proximate, or as conditions and influences acted on by precipitating cause) Convincing an audience that 
---
al~cular cause did in fact operate,is the second pto~l~ stu?-ent~ encountet. 
-' - ,?f v 
- ' 
3. Is it good or bad (evaluative)? An evaluation is a proposition'that makes a value judgment. 
Examples~ - ·:: - -- ' -· ::. ' - --- - .• T • ~ 
a) The San Diego Padres are a bad team. T ·: 
b) Jane Eyre is a great novel. -.i ...... ·- - ., ..•... , . -- -
c) The open classroom is a poor learning environment. 
Note: All evaluations rest ultimately on criteria or assumptions of value. 
Ne~---- -- - -- - -
4. What should be done about it (proposal)? This proposition is a call to action. (Problem/Solution) 
(d· ' ' 
Examples: · - '° 
a) Wolves should be reestablished in the forests of northern Pennsylvania and a stiff fine levied for killing. 
them. First the audience must be convinced that some problem exists, in this case the absence or extreme 
rarity of wolves in certain areas. Then the writer must argue further to trace the bad conse<Jttetfces-(de& -- ~; 
Pi.erds" oufof cciriti:ol) or show the ethicirwrongnes~ of the situa'tio~ '(species removed from rightful habitat). 
Single out the dominant reason for the problem, as well. 
[JJ _.'. T 
•• ' - ' ~I - -· -,- : 1-i - -- - ~ - - -· ' - -· l - -
y 
... "" -
- •\.\ 
- ;,\\ 
---ru, • 
\.__,/ - ,- ---- :uc-
Composition-Based Conceptual Unit Assignment 
Please note: Your unit, as outlined here, will follow a detailed 6-8 page rationale for 
teaching your unit that addresses your unit focus (concepts) and justifications. See prompt. 
Assignment: Construct a composition-based conceptual unit that includes the following: 
1. Front matter that outlines your unit parameters (see explanation below-this should come up front! 
2. A syllabus and calendar that includes your unit daily objectives and mini-lesson plans. Note that the 
unit should include all of the elements Smagorinski outlines in his text. Your lessons should be 
sequenced and should begin with an introductory activity. Your texts should be chosen according to 
your unit focus. 
3. At least one complete lesson plan. 
4. Assignment sheets for each assignment-both formal and informal. 
5. Rubrics or some other form of evaluation to go with each assignment. 
Explanation: 
A. Front Matter (the policies should go here as in a syllabus): 
1. Include a unit title and then (in a brief paragraph) describe your focus. 
2. You should specify audience (type of students) and reasons for that audience. Remember that 
some units will work best with a specific age group. Also, the way a teacher approaches a specific 
writing assignment depends on the type of student she/he is teaching. 
3. Specify long-term goals. Provide a rationale for each of your goals and objectives. Remember that 
goals should be demonstrable-students will demonstrate .... -and should reflect your 
assessments 
4. Include a description of the writing and reading process students will follow to achieve your goals 
and objectives. Remember that some writing process theorists see the process as chiefly based on 
development of cognitive skills. Others argue that a social element of some kind is necessary for 
growth as a writer and should be part of the writing process and that writing itself should be 
reader-centered. Others take an expressivist position on the writing process that proclaims that 
writing is always writer centered. Still others see writing as chiefly text-centered, so the writing 
process should involve correcting problems at the textual level. Reading process information is in 
the Readjng in High School Classrooms text. 
5. Include an overview of your methods of evaluation 
B. Syllabus/Calendar: A syllabus and calendar should include your unit daily objectives and mini-lesson 
plans. Note that the unit should include all of the elements Smagorinski outlines in his text. Your lessons 
should be sequenced and should begin with an introductory activity. Your texts should be chosen according 
to your unit focus. The calendar should reflect the following: 
• An Introductory Activity like an Inventory 
• Long-term Goals and Daily Objectives 
• Assessment / Evaluation / Grading Tools that Align with Goals and Objectives 
• One Lesson Plan and a unit of mini-plans that includes elements from Smagorinski like the following: 
• Activities 
• Discussions 
• Texts and Other Resources (including films) 
• Tools 
• Composing 
C. Expanded Lesson Plan 
D. Assignment Sheets for each assignment to distribute to students 
E. Rubrics 
Philosophyffheory of Teaching Composition 
Your Philosophy/Theory of Composition Instruction should address each of the four areas 
delineated by Fulkerson: Axiology, Procedure, Pedagogy, and Epistemology. 
Explanation: 
Axiology: What do you value in a piece of writing? Should it be correct in terms of facts and/or 
grammar? Should it express the student's innermost thoughts? Should it communicate clearly to 
an audience? 
Procedure: What is your belief about students' writing processes? Do students write best in 
isolation? Do they write in stages related to their cognitive development? Do they need to 
interact with resources like books and articles and/or peers and outside experiences in order to 
develop their writing? 
Pedagogy: What teaching methods do you believe should be implemented in order to serve 
secondary students best, helping them improve their writing and enhancing their writing 
processes? 
Epistemology: How do learning styles enter into writing and writing instruction, especially in 
terms of the integrated language arts? What do you believe students need to know in order to 
write well, and how do they gain that knowledge? 
Example: 
My theory of composition instruction begins where Fulkerson's essay suggests it should, after 
examining research in the field of composition studies-with a rhetorical axiology. In other 
words, I believe a paper should, more than anything else, communicate well with its audience. 
That doesn't mean that it will commm:µcate its points well to all readers but to the audience to 
which it is addressed. An article I have written for a literary journal, then, will not necessarily 
make sense to high school students, but it should make sense to that journal's typical readers, 
even if those readers disagree with my points. 
I believe students' writing processes depend on both their cognitive development and on their 
interaction with resources of various kinds-including peers and personal experience. I believe 
students write best when they are given opportunities to interact with these resources. 
My pedagogy reflects this belief about students' writing processes. In writing classes, I sequence 
writing assignments according to the cognitive skills on which they draw. I include activities that 
encourage interaction with various resources: I include readings as models and topic sources and 
peer reviews at all parts of the writing process, including brainstorming, organizing of ideas, 
drafting, and proofreading. 
By beliefs about learning styles and epistemologies requires that I vary classroom activities to 
include those that stimulate oral, visual, and tactile learners. 
Scope and Format: MLA Style. Approximately 500 words. 
Clinical Experience Essay 
In an essay of approximately 1000 words ( 4 double-spaced pages), reflect on and describe classroom 
activities you have observed or initiated. Your goal is to demonstrate that you meet the Target (3) level of 
involvement with your students. Address composition issues as much as possible and discuss how you 
might address areas not addressed in your clinical experience once you enter your own classroom. 
Please see the descriptors below: 
NOT ACCEPTABLE ACCEPT ABLE (2) TARGET(3) CANDIDATE SCORE 
ill 
Shows little evidence of Creates an inclusive and Creates and sustains an 
creating an inclusive and supportive learning inclusive and supportive 
supportive learning environment in which learning environment in 
environment in which all students can engage which all students can 
all students can engage in learning engage in learning 
in learning 
Shows little evidence in Uses ELA to help Uses ELA extensively 
using ELA for helping students become and creatively to help 
students become familiar with their own students become 
familiar with their own and others' cultures :fu.miliar with their own 
and others' cultures and others' cultures 
Demonstrates Demonstrates reflective Uses the results of 
inconsistency in practice and reflective practice not 
reflective practice and collaboration with both only to adapt instruction 
seldom pursues faculty and other and behavior but also to 
professional growth and candidates develop a well-
collaboration with conceived plan for 
colleagues professional 
development 
Engages in few practices Uses practices designed Designs and implements 
designed to assist to assist students in instructions and 
students in developing developing habits of assessment that assist 
habits of critical critical thinking and students in developing 
thinking and judgment judgment habits of critical 
thinking 
Shows a lack of Makes meaningful Plans and carries out 
understanding of how connections between frequent and extended 
the ELA curriculum how the ELA learning experiences 
teachers, students, and curriculum and that integrate arts and 
education in general are developments in culture, humanities into the daily 
influenced by culture, society, and education learning of their students 
social events, and issues 
Candidate's total score 
Rationale evaluation 
1. Identify and write down the elements of rationales that coincide with each of the 
following points. Then offer positive feedback and suggestions for improving work in 
each area. 
• Well-defined parameters for your unit 
• Clear positions in favor of teaching your unit 
• A convincing argument with evidence in support of teaching your unit 
• Refutation of counter-arguments 
• An appropriate tone 
2. Offer initial thoughts and Parting words. 
• What worked for you? What didn't? 
• What would you like to learn more about? 
• How could this student further develop his or her ideas? 
• What is missing? 
3. Respond to the Rationale handout as a guide as well, answering the following 
questions: 
• What concepts are central to the topic of this unit 
• Why am I teaching this unit and its concepts? 
• What types of justifications am I primarily relying on to support my rationale 
(psychology/human development, cultural significance, etc.)? 
• Within each justification, what are the main claims that can be made about its 
relevance to the unit I'm proposing (e.g., studying protest literature is important 
because it helps students understand the role of conscience to social action)? 
• For each claim, what kinds of evidence can I provide that would be persuasive to 
others, and how can I provide a warrant that explains the ways in which the 
evidence supports my claim? 
• What counterarguments can I anticipate against my rationale, and how can I 
provide a rebuttal for them? 
• How can I provide a rationale for each of the texts that my students read in 
conjunction with the unit focus? 
Teaching Composition Rationale Assignment 
Audience: Think of your audience as someone who disagrees with at least part of your argument. 
Pw;pose and Assignment: Write a position paper justifying the teaching of your unit, concentrating in 
particular on the overarching concept and the texts you are teaching. Examine the elements of your unit 
critically, take a position, and develop a reasoned argument in support of your position. 
Explanation A position paper usually contains the following features: 
• well-defined parameters for your unit, 
• clear positions in favor of teaching your unit, 
• a convincing argument with evidence in support of teaching your unit and refuting counter-
arguments, 
• and an appropriate tone. 
As Smagorinsky explains, when writing your rationale, consider the following related questions: 
• What concepts are central to the topic of this unit? 
• Why am I teaching this unit and its concepts? 
• What types of justifications am I primarily relying on to support my rationale (psychology /human 
development, cultural significance, etc.)? 
• Within each justification, what are the main claims that can be made about its relevance to the unit I'm 
proposing (e.g., studying protest literature is important because it helps students understand the role of 
conscience to social action)? 
• For each claim, what kinds of evidence can I provide that would be persuasive to others, and how can 
I provide a warrant that explains the ways in which the evidence supports my claim? 
• What counterarguments can I anticipate against my rationale, and how can I provide a rebuttal for 
them? 
• How can I provide a rationale for each of the texts that my students read in conjunction with the unit 
focus? 
Please see pages 62-65 for further information about writing a rationale for your unit. 
Here are some further thoughts: 
• Your rationale should clearly indicate your position (s). You may qualify your claims to 
accommodate strong opposing arguments, but you should avoid vagueness or indecision. I 
suggest you declare your position in a thesis statement early in the rationale. 
• To convince readers, you must also provide sound reasoning and solid evidence in support of your 
claims. You must also anticipate possible arguments and either accommodate or refute them. 
• The main points supporting a claim should be not only stated clearly, but also explained and fully 
developed. You can cite various kinds of evidence in support of a position, including anecdotes, 
authorities, and statistics. 
• You also need to acknowledge opposing points of view and accommodate or refute them. 
Accommodating an opposing argument basically involves admitting that it has validity and 
qualifying one's own view to account for it. Refuting an opposing argument means trying to show 
how it is wrong. 
• Find a tone that adequately expresses your feelings without shutting down communication 
altogether. Ideally, you gain readers' confidence and respect both by the way you reason and by 
the language you use. 
Scqpe: This rationale should be from 6-8 pages and should include references to at least eight current 
sources you have consulted. To write an effective rationale, limit the topic to manageable proportions. 
Purpose: 
English 3401, Methods of Teaching Composition 
Group Project Ideas 
The purpose of this group presentation is to take a critical approach to one aspect of the 
Writing Process and one composition pedagogy (as reflected by readings) and present it 
to the class as a group. 
Audience: 
Think of your audience as your classmates, who have read the readings you assign but are 
looking for new insights about your writing process and composition pedagogy area. 
Because all of us, including your instructor, have our own ideas about what is 
"entertaining," and because all of us are products of the television generations, you 
should avoid lectures and dry readings. The presentations should, then, involve as many 
of the integrated language arts as possible. 
Assignment: 
You and your group should present information about your composition pedagogy and 
area of the writing process that will not only teach the class but involve the class in 
through activities and mock tutorials. Use techniques that you and your group members 
believe will most readily convey your message and most completely keep your 
audience's attention. 
Your presentation should comply with the following guidelines: 
I .It should focus class for part of your class period. 
2.It should rely equally on each group member. 
3 .It should be presented by a group of no more than three or four. 
4.It should capture everyone's attention and maintain it. 
5.It should involve students in activities that apply the skills/ideas you are conveying. 
6.It should also focus your argument paper on a composition pedagogy or one aspect of 
the writing process-this will be completed and submitted individually. 
Explanation: 
This group presentation could include visuals of all kinds. You could make a video 
modeling your aspect of the writing process. You could display posters or overheads. 
You could vary activities to include group work and independent/individual activities, as 
well as whole class discussion. You could also do a game show or some other intriguing 
presentation you think of in your groups. You definitely want to avoid dry lectures and 
sterile summaries of the readings. 
Scope and due Dates: 
On your syllabus I have indicated dates when you will do your presentation. You will 
sign up for your presentation on January 15. 
